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Friday May 25th – Sunday May 27th BILBAO  
 
Independent arrivals in Bilbao where accommodation has been reserved for two nights. 
Breakfast daily is included. 
 
You are free to catch up on jetlag and enjoy this wonderful city on you own. 
 
How beautiful, how beautiful, how beautiful is the moon of Bilbao, the most beautiful city of 
the continent.”  Bertolt Brecht  
 
Bilbao is the driving force of social and economic development and is the main factor in the 
modernization of the Gulf of Biscay. Ambitious architectural and general infrastructure 
projects have fueled the urban and financial regeneration of the city. The Guggenheim 
Museum, the Euskalduna Concert Hall and Convention Center, the underground by Norman 
Foster, the airport by Calatrava, the new tram and other projects by architects such as Arata 
Isozaki and Cesar Pelli are all examples of the overwhelming vitality that permeates Bilbao. 
 

   
 
Accommodation  Silken Gran Hotel Domine 
   Alameda Mazarredo 61 
   Bilbao   48009 
Phone    34 94 425 3300 
 
Sunday May 27th - BILBAO –VITORIA- LA RIOJA                     breakfast & lunch 
 
12:30 Meet your made for Spain Tour Escort for the duration of the trip in the lobby of the 
Gran Hotel Domine Pablo López Navarro, Mobile: +34 606 717 021 
 
12:30 Private Group transfer from Silken Gran Hotel Domine to the hotel in La Rioja 
GRAND CLASS: Mobile: +34 676 953 513/ Tel: +34 916 821 560 
 
La Rioja is synonymous with great Spanish wines. For decades, wines from La Rioja, 
protected by their own Designation of Origin standard, have been an obligatory reference 
through Spain and beyond. 
 

 
 
Welcome Event - on the way stop at the Restaurant El Portalón in Vitoria for lunch hosted 
by Michael Musgrave. El Portalón, C/ Correría 3. Tel: +34 945 142 755 
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Vitoria-Gasteiz, founded towards the end of the 12th century, today is a city of exceptional 
urban design. The Basque capital has a medieval city center, in which it is possible to find 
countless places of great traditional flavor, such as Plaza de la Virgen Blanca (White Virgin 
Square) and historic buildings like the cathedral of Santa María. 
 

   
 
 

  
 
5 PM Check in at Hotel Marques de Riscal 
 

  
 
The Hotel Marqués de Riscal was designed by architect Frank O. Gehry. It is located in the 
heart of the Rioja wine region. The hotel is ideal for a relaxed holiday. 43 guest rooms, 
including 11 suites, feature a modern, comfortable atmosphere and unique design. The 
views of the vineyards and the town of Elciego can be enjoyed from any of the eight terraces 
located in the two wing building. 
 

   
 
The Marqués de Riscal Restaurant and the 1860 Restaurant delight with an elite selection of 
wines of the world and offer the best traditional Basque-Riojan cuisine combined with 
modern influences. The Caudalíe Vinothérapie® Spa leads the leisure facilities, offering an 
indoor swimming pool, steam room, fitness centre, Jacuzzi, invigorating shower, and 14 
treatment rooms with wide variety of "wine therapy" massages and treatments. 
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Rest of day at leisure 
 
Accommodation  Hotel Marques de Riscal  
   C Torrea 1 
   Elciego  Spain 01340 
Phone   + 34 945 180880 
Fax   + 34 945 180881 
 
Dinner – own arrangements 
 
 
Monday May 28th / LA RIOJA                                                                         breakfast 
 
The Camino de Santiago (the Way of St. James) is a large network of ancient pilgrim routes 
stretching across Europe and coming together at the tomb of St. James (Santiago in 
Spanish) in Santiago de Compostela in north-west Spain. The most popular route (which 
gets very crowded in mid-summer) is the Camino Francés which stretches 780 km. (nearly 
500 miles) from St. Jean-Pied-du-Port near Biarritz in France to Santiago. Walking the 
Camino is not difficult - most of the stages are fairly flat on good paths. You will walk some 
parts of the Camino Frances / French Way, the most traditional of all the pilgrims' ways to 
Santiago de Compostela and the best known internationally. 
 
Today you will learn about the Pilgrims route to Santiago de Compostela, life in Spain in the 
Medieval times, the Pilgrims route today, etc. 
 

 
 
8.30 AM Transfer to Torres del Rio 
 
9:30 AM – 10.30 AM Walk a part of the Camino between Torres del Rio and Viana 
(Countryside, moderate walk, hilly) 
 
Torres del Rio is situated in the Río Linares valley. It’s best known for its pretty octagonal 
12th century Iglesia de Santo Sepulcro which is thought to be linked to the Knights Templar. 
The design of the church is similar to the style associated with the Knights. Head out of 
Torre del Río passing a cemetery out onto a dirt track. Stay on this track until you join the 
main road as you pass Ermita de Nuestra Señora del Poyo. Looking out over the open flat 
countryside you should be able to catch a glimpse of Viana and Logroño. Cross the main 
road once again and climb up a dirt track that leads us to the road to Bargota. On the other 
side of this road, drop down into the little Cornava valley, whose watercourse you follow 
downwards and cross further on.  
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From here head up again and over the main road straight to Viana. Cross back over the road 
and through the outskirts of Viana and climb up into the centre of Viana on Calle Algorrada 
passing through an archway in the town walls and then onto the Rua de Santa María. 
 
11 AM Arrival to Viana and enjoy a short guided tour with escort 
 
King Sancho III ‘El Fuerte’ officially founded Viana in 1219 with a clearly defensive objective. 
Situated on a hill, the layout is that of a fortified square, with narrow streets surrounded by 
part of its thick medieval wall. The majestic Iglesia de Santa María is one of the most 
impressive buildings in the town. It was built between 1250 and 1312 in Gothic style with the 
tower and the southern doorway added, in Renaissance style, in the 16th century. At the foot 
of the church, under the slabs of the atrium, lie the remains of the soldier, prince and 
cardinal Cesare Borgia, who died close to Viana in 1507. The church is on the Plaza de los 
Fueros which has a nice fountain at its centre and plenty of cafes. Although the 13th-century 
Iglesia de San Pedro is in ruins its Baroque façade dating from the 18th century is still in 
good condition. From here you get a good view of the medieval walls and the nearby lands 
of La Rioja and Álava. 
 

  
 
11:30 AM Transfer to Laguardia 
 
12 Noon – 2 PM Guided tour to Laguardia with your escort 

• Visit the old quarter and El Fabulista Winery, Plaza San Juan.  
Tel: +34 945 621 192 

 
Enjoy this morning a guided visit to la Rioja wine region focusing on history, art, architecture 
and wine: Medieval Village of Laguardia. The whole urban centre of Laguardia is enclosed 
by walls, built at the beginning of the 13th century. On each end of Mayor street we find a 
church.  
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On one side is the church of San Juan, a Romanesque building that also incorporates 
several other architectural styles, and on the other, the church of Santa María de los Reyes. 
The latter has an impressive Gothic main front, one of the few from that period that still 
preserves the original polychromy. In one of the ends of the walled enclosure, in &quot;El 
Collado&quot; boulevard, we see the monument dedicated to fabulist Samaniego, who was 
born in this city. It is a great idea to take a walk around Laguardia, since the whole city 
centre constitutes an interesting historic and artistic site. As we walk we should stop in any 
of its numerous cellars to taste or buy some of the magnificent local wines. 
 

   
 
La Bodega El Fabuslista (The Fabulist’s Cellar) stands out among the underground cellars. It 
is located under the Palace of the Samaniegos, where Félix María de Samaniego was 
inspired to write his literary works, nowadays it is the tourist office. The cellar is prepared for 
tourist and cultural visits and elaborates its wines in a traditional way, for the pleasure of its 
visitors. We can see two wineries on the ground floor of the cellar, where 2,000 pitchers of 
wine (32,000 litres) are elaborated annually in a traditional way, treading the grapes like in 
ancient times. We can also see a press which dates from 1903 and a machine called 
“despalilladora” which is used to remove the stalks from the grapes. At about seven metres 
depth, we find three parallel corridors which are linked among them with others 
perpendicular. The first of them is used for the elaboration of wine, the second one is used 
or ageing and the last one is prepared for the tasting of food and wines, both white and red, 
or young and crianza. 
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2:30 PM Tapas lunch in LaGuardia in different bars (Cost of food NOT included) 
 
4 PM Transfer to the hotel 
 
4:30 PM – 6:30 PM Guided visit to Marques de Riscal Winery Tel: +34 945 180 880 
Private deluxe coach/ GRAND CLASS: Mobile: +34 676 953 513/ 
                                                                Tel: +34 916 821 560 
o Entrance fees to sites 
 
Marqués de Riscal, founded in 1860, is one of the oldest wineries in Rioja and one of the 
first to introduce French winemaking techniques. Remodeling and reconstruction of a new 
cellar and residence in the Rioja winery is presently being designed by Frank Gehry, best 
known for his Guggenheim Museum in nearby Bilbao. This flamboyant building will house a 
14-room luxury hotel, a 120-seat restaurant and a health club. The design, which echoes 
that of the Bilbao Guggenheim, was described by one architectural publication as "a 
composition of rectilinear prisms ... enveloped in cascades of pink- and gold-colored titanium 
and silver stainless steel." The model makes the building appear to be a complex series of 
interlocking boxes, draped in vivid fabrics flapping in a stiff breeze. The Gehry project -- in 
company with other architecturally significant new bodegas -- signals Spain's commitment to 
the future. In the 19th century, Bordeaux chateaux used historical architectural forms to 
market an image of prestige and tradition. In the last half of the 20th century, Napa Valley 
flourished as a home for innovative winery architecture. Today, the lead has passed to 
Spain. Fancy buildings don't necessarily result in fine wine, but these bodegas are as 
impressive for their functionality as they are for their form. That owners will make significant 
investments in aesthetic as well as technical quality suggests that their commitment and 
their resources are strong enough to achieve their ambitious goals. 
 

   
 
Evening at leisure 
 
Accommodation  Hotel Marques de Riscal  
   C Torrea 1 
   Elciego  Spain 01340 
Phone   34 945 180880 
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Tuesday May 29th / LA RIOJA                                                                        breakfast 
 
9 AM Transfer to Navarrete to walk the Camino de Santiago 
 
9:30 AM - 11 AM Walk a part of the Camino between Navarrete to Najera (countryside, 
moderate walk, hilly) 
 
Today Pilgrims would walk 14kms, but our group will be walking a much shorter distance 
across red earth tracks among the local vineyards. For those who do not wish to walk on 
uneven ground can relax in the coach. 
 

   
 
11 AM Transfer to San Millán de la Cogolla 
 
San Millan de la Cogolla: monastery where the first Spanish written words were found. This 
has been declared a World Heritage Site by the UNESCO 
 
In the middle of the Cárdenas river valley sits San Millán de la Cogolla, a Rioja town founded 
by the saint of the same name and linked for centuries to the Pilgrim's Route to Santiago de 
Compostela. The deep-rooted monastic tradition of the town can be seen in the beautiful 
collection of historic buildings it houses, where the Monasteries of Suso and Yuso, both 
declared World Heritage Sites, are outstanding. The importance of San Millán de la Cogolla 
is also due to its status as the cradle of the Spanish tongue, since the first documents written 
in this language are preserved here. 
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11:30 AM - 2 PM Visit Suso and Yuso Monasteries 
 
2:30 PM Lunch in San Millan de la Cogolla, Restaurante "San Agustín" 
Monasterio de Yuso. Tel: +34 941 373277 (Lunch to be hosted by Mark and Jenny) 
 
4 PM Transfer to Santo Domingo de la Calzada  
 
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM Guided tour to Santo Domingo de la Calzada with your escort 
 
One of the Rioja towns most deeply marked by the pilgrim's route to Santiago de 
Compostela is Santo Domingo de la Calzada. Its network of medieval streets, declared a 
National Historic Interest Site, store a valuable heritage, particularly its walls, the cathedral 
and the old Pilgrims' Hospital. 
 

   
 
5:30 PM Transfer to Elciego 
o Private deluxe coach/ LA RIOJA EN RUTA: Tel: +34 941 499 311 
                                                                           Mobile: +34 639 723 500 
o Entrance fees to sites 
 
6 PM Return to the hotel – evening at leisure  
 
Accommodation  Hotel Marques de Riscal  
   C Torrea 1 
   Elciego  Spain 01340 
Phone   34 945 180880                 
 
Wednesday May 30th / LA RIOJA - BURGOS – LEON                                 breakfast 
 
Check out 
 
8 AM Transfer to Burgos 
 
9.30 AM Arrival to Burgos 
 
Burgos, a city in Castilla-León situated on the Pilgrim's Road to Santiago de Compostela, 
still preserves important vestiges of its medieval splendor. The city, which was the capital of 
the unified kingdom of Castilla-León for five centuries, boasts a masterpiece of Spanish 
Gothic architecture: the cathedral of Burgos, which has been declared a World Heritage Site. 
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9.45 AM – 10.45 AM Visit the Cathedral with your escort 
 
11.00 AM Transfer to Santo Domingo de Silos 
 
12.15 PM Arrival to Santo Domingo de Silos 
 
Visit the Abbey and listen to the Monks singing Gregorian Chant 

  
The monastery of Santo Domingo de Silos, south of Burgos, is famous for its very old 
Romanesque cloister and the Gregorian chanting of its monks. There are records of the 
monastic community here dating back to the mid 900s, when it was known as the Monastery 
of San Sebastian, and it probably was home to a similar community in pre-Islamic Visigoth 
days. Santo Domingo (c1000 - 1073) arrived as the newly appointed abbot on 24 January 
1041, and was here for nearly 33 years until his death on December 20 1073.  The cloister 
capitals of the lower east and some of the north range have been attributed to a single 
sculptor in the three years immediately after the abbot's death (1073 - 1076).  The moving 
and iconic Romanesque pier relief panels in the inside corners of the lower cloister date from 
the mid 1100s.Further afield, they say that one of the master sculptors was possibly 
responsible for work at the Abbaye St-Pierre, Moissac (near Toulouse in SW France).The 
church and large cloister were replaced in the 1700s, leaving just the monk's cloister of the 
original Romanesque buildings.  The monastery was closed along with all the others across 
Spain in 1835, after which it was left deserted. In 1880 a group of Benedictine monks from 
the Abbey of Solesmes in north east France received government permission to reoccupy it  
- in the nick of time to save the old cloister. 
 
2:30 PM Picnic lunch arranged by Marques de Riscal (Schramms and Fletchers to host 
today’s lunch in a spot along the way) 
o Private deluxe coach / GRAND CLASS: Mobile: +34 676 953 513  
                                                                    Tel: +34 916 821 560 
3.00 PM Continue to Leon 
5.00 PM Arrival to Leon 
 
León is home to the Pulchra Leonina, the "Sistine Chapel" of Spanish Romanesque 
architecture, and the old hospital de San Marcos, which are key places of this former Roman 
encampment. Over the course of time, León became the capital of the kingdom in the Middle 
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Ages, a historic enclave on the Pilgrim's Road to Santiago de Compostela, and a city 
perfectly suited to its inhabitants. 
 

  
 
Check in at the Parador 
 
Construction began around 1515 on this monumental building, which features a Spanish 
Plateresque façade. The building’s history can be felt at the Cloister, Church, Choir and 
Chapterhouse, and the present in the careful renovation-work, combined with an interior 
filled with works of art and rooms which gave shelter to pilgrims in times of old.  
 

    
 
Accommodation Parador de Leon 
   Pza. De San Marcos 7 
   24001 Leon 
Phone    34 987 237 399 
Fax   34 987 233 458 
   
Thursday May 31st / LEON                                                                            breakfast 
 
9:30 AM Transfer to San Martin del Camino to walk the Camino de Santiago 
 
10 AM – 12 Noon Walk part of the Camino between Santibáñez de Valdeiglesias 
and Astorga (moderate, flat) 
 
The day is easy walking without any steep ascent or descent until the short steep acent into 
Astorga itself. San Martin del Camino is the first village of day; it is an easy downward 
sloping track all the way to this village.  We will take the coach on to Astorga 
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12 Noon – 1:30 PM Visit Astorga with your escort 
 
Astorga is one of the towns which lies on one of the main routes of the pilgrimage to 
Santiago de Compostela. The 'French route' starts at the French Pyrenees and passes 
through Burgos, Leon and Astorga. Astorga's two main monuments are its cathedral and the 
Palacio Episcopal. Astorga still has some impressive Roman walls surrounding parts of the 
city. Astorga is popularly thought to be one of the most beautiful villages/small towns of 
Spain. Astorga's cathedral was built between the 15th and 18th centuries and combines 
various styles including Gothic and Baroque. Opposite the cathedral is the rather bizarre 
Palcio Episcopal designed by Anton Gaudi for the bishop of the time who was a fellow 
Catalan. The palace's bizarre appearance and enormous cost horrified the church and no 
future bishops ever lived in it. It is now, though, home to the Museo de los Caminos, an 
excellent museum of the pilgrimage to Santiago. As well as the museum it is worth visiting 
the inside to see Gaudi's ceramic tiles and stained glass. 
 
 

 
 
1:30 PM Lunch at Restaurante Hotel Gaudí, Plaza Eduardo de Castro, 6. Astorga.  
Tel: +34 987 61 56 54 (Andrew and Juanita are our hosts for lunch today.) 
 
3 PM Transfer back to Leon 
 
4 PM - 6 PM Guided walking tour in Leon 
 
4 PM Meet local guide at the Parador lobby 
· Visit the Cathedral, Colegiata San Isidoro, Casa de Botines and old quarter 
o Local expert guide / Camino Vega, Mobile: +34 678 509 933 
o Entrance fees to sites 
o Private deluxe coach / GRAND CLASS: Mobile: +34 676 953 513 
                                                                    Tel: +34 916 821 560 
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Visit the cathedral that King Ordoño II built on the site of his royal palace as a sign of 
gratitude for defeating the Arabs at the battle of San Esteban de Gormaz. The stained glass 
in the cathedral ranges from the 13th through the 20th centuries and covers 1,200 square 
meters. The Colegiata de San Isidoro is one of the most notable and emblematic churches in 
all of Spain. It was constructed on top of an old church dedicated to St. John the Baptist and 
was demolished by the Moor, Almanzor, in 988. Alfonso V rebuilt it, however, in a 
Romanesque style, with three naves and a sanctuary with three apses, though one of the 
apses disappeared when it was converted into the Gothic style. Antonio Gaudí built the Casa 
de Botines as a modernist building with a medieval look. All business activity was carried out 
on the ground floors and the upper floors were reserved for residences. In 1969 the building 
was declared a historic monument and today is the social headquarters of a savings bank. 
 

    
 
Evening at leisure 
 
Accommodation Parador de Leon 
   Pza. De San Marcos 7 
   24001 Leon 
Phone    34 987237399 
Fax   34 987 233 458 
 
Friday June 1st / LEON - LUGO – SANTIAGO                                breakfast & lunch  
 
Check out 
 
8:30 AM Transfer to Cascabelos via Ponferrada 
 
10 AM - 12 Noon Walk a part of the Camino in the area of Monte Irago and Villafranca del 
Bierzo. (steep, demanding) We will be walking a shorter segment of this route today. 
 
Entering rural Galicia, we climb paths through woodlands and across dramatic moors of 
heather and Scotch broom, characteristic of the wild Galician landscape. In this rugged and 
isolated region, we hike past ancient slate or thatch-roofed houses, farmers with carts pulled 
by oxen, and tiny abandoned villages. Our path brings us to the famous Cruz de Hierro, an 
iron cross mounted on a 40-foot wooden pole atop Monte Irago and one of the most 
emblematic spots on the pilgrim trail. For a thousand years, pilgrims have carried a single 
stone here from their homeland to place below the cross and make a wish (don’t forget to 
bring yours!).  
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12 Noon Transfer to Lugo 
1:30 PM Arrival to Lugo 
 
Located on a hill on the banks of the river Miño, the city of Lugo preserves major remains of 
its Roman past, among them its ancient wall, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 
Inside the walls, the city conserves quiet pedestrian streets, wide squares and spacious 
gardens, where buildings such as the Cathedral, the Archiepiscopal Palace, and the City 
Hall stand out.  
 

  
 
Enjoy Galician lunch a small restaurant in the city center. Here you will begin enjoying the 
seafood and fish of Galicia. The historic quarter also houses some of the best restaurants in 
Galicia, where it is possible to sample the excellent fresh meats and fish which have earned 
Lugo's gastronomy recognized acclaim. 
 
2 PM Enjoy a Galician seafood Lunch at Casa Alberto, C/ De la Cruz 4. Lugo. 
Tel: +34 982 228 310 (Cost of food and wine included in tour cost.) 
 

 
 
3:30 PM – 5:30 PM Guided walking tour to Lugo 
3:30 PM Meet local guide at the entrance of the restaurant Casa Alberto 
o Half day Local expert guide / Manuel Ruzo, Mobile: +34 639 888 064 
o Entrance fees to sites 
o Private deluxe coach/ GRAND CLASS: Mobile: +34 676 953 513  

         Tel: +34 916 821 560 
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Visit Lugo and its unique Roman walls as an introduction to Galicia and its history 
 

 
 
5:30 PM Continue to Santiago de Compostela 
 
6.30 PM Arrival to Santiago 
 
In Santiago de Compostela, northern Spain, you have a date with history. As soon as you 
enter its old town, which has the UNESCO World Heritage designation, you will see that this 
is no exaggeration. The capital of Galicia has some of Europe's best-conserved monuments, 
in surroundings that call to mind historic times. This is the city, the final stop on the Camino 
de Santiago, the first route to be designated European Cultural Itinerary. 
 

 
 
Check in at the Parador 
 
A mixture of history, art and tradition, the dream of pilgrims and an emblem of Santiago, the 
Parador-Hotel de los Reyes Católicos, located in the Plaza do Obradoiro, forms a 
magnificent golden corner with the cathedral, imparting beauty on one of the most visited 
regional capitals of the world. The hostal, which originated as a Royal Hospital in 1499 to 
give shelter to the numerous travellers making their way to Santiago, still today invites the 
traveller to enjoy a universal and fascinating city. Considered to be the oldest hotel in the 
world, it is also one of the most luxurious and beautiful. It has four cloisters of immense 
beauty, elegant living rooms, spectacular bedrooms and a luxurious dining room. 
 

   
 
Evening at leisure 
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Accommodation  Parador de Santiago 

Praza Obradoiro 1 
15705 Santiago de Compostela 

Phone    981 582 200 
Fax   981 563 094 
 
 
Saturday June 2nd / SANTIAGO                                                                   breakfast 
 
10 M - 2 PM Guided walking tour in Santiago 
10 AM Meet local guide at the Parador lobby 
 
Enjoy a guided visit to Santiago de Compostela this morning. Visit the Cathedral, the roof top 
of the cathedral, the historical quarter, etc. Enjoy walking the medieval streets of Santiago de 
Compostela with your local expert guide. Visit the Plaza del Obradoiro, which consists of 
important monuments like the cathedral.  
 

 
 
This square gives access to the Pórtico de la Gloria, created by Master Mateo in the 12th 
century. Inside, Romanesque and Gothic elements alternate with other Baroque style 
decoration. Also take a visit to the Plaza Quintana, Plaza Azabachería and Plaza de 
Platerías. 
 

    
 
1 PM Enjoy the Botafumeiro experience in the cathedral 
o Half day Local expert guide/ Manuel Ruzo, Mobile: +34 639 888 064 
o Entrance fees to sites 
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The Botafumeiro is a famous thurible found in the Santiago de Compostela Cathedral (in the 
past similar devices were used in large churches in Galicia, nowadays sometimes is used in 
the Tui Cathedral). Incense is burned in this swinging metal container, or "incensory". The 
name "Botafumeiro" means "smoke expeller" in Galician. The Botafumeiro is suspended 
from a pulley mechanism in the dome on the roof of the church . The current pulley 
mechanism was installed in 1604. The present Botafumeiro is made of an alloy of brass and 
bronze and is plated by a very thin 20 micrometre layer of silver. The current Botafumeiro 
was created by the gold and silversmith José Losada in 1851. It has a golden sheen. The 
Santiago de Compostela Botafumeiro is one of the largest censers in the world, weighing 80 
kg and measuring 1.60 m in height. It is normally on exhibition in the library of the cathedral 
but during certain important religious occasions it is brought to the floor of the cathedral and 
attached to ropes hung from the pulley mechanism. 
 
There is another large thurible used in the other masses carried out in the cathedral, called 
"La Alcachofa" (literally, "The Artichoke") or "La Repollo" (literally, "The Cabbage").  
 
Shovels are used to fill the Botafumeiro, or the Alcachofa, with about 40 kg of charcoal and 
incense. The thurible is tied to the rope with elaborate knots. The censer is pushed initially to 
start its motion. Eight red-robed tiraboleiros pull the ropes, producing increasingly large 
oscillations of the censer. The thurible's swings almost reach the ceiling of the transept. The 
incensory can reach speeds of 68 km/h as it dispenses thick clouds of incense.  

 
 
The Botafumeiro produces large volumes of smoke. This is in accord with the well-known 
saying in religious circles, "More incense, less nonsense."  
 
Lunch and afternoon at leisure 
 
Accommodation  Parador de Santiago 

Praza Obradoiro 1 
15705 Santiago de Compostela 

Phone    981 582 200 
Fax   981 563 094 
 
Sunday June 3rd / SANTIAGO - RIAS BAIXAS – SANTIAGO                      breakfast 
 
10 AM – 7PM Full day excursion to the Rias Baixas (Low Estuaries or Bays): 
Sanxenxo, O’Grove, La Toja, Cambados…  
 
10 AM Meet local guide at the Parador lobby 
o Full day Local expert guide/ Manuel Ruzo, Mobile: +34 639 888 064 
o Entrance fees to sites & wine tasting 
o Private deluxe coach/ AUTOCARES VÁZQUEZ: Tel: +34 981 254 145 
                                                                                   Mobile: +34 670 50 27 88 
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Transfer to Sanxexo (1 hour - 75 km) 
 
11 AM Arrival to Sanxenxo 
 
11 AM - 12:30 PM Visit Sanxenxo and sample some local liqueurs 
 
12:30 PM Transfer to O'Grove (20 minutes) 
 
The Galician coastline is characterized by high cliffs and deep inlets (estuaries). Two 
sections are usually differentiated: the Rías Altas and the Rías Baixas or Bajas (Muros and 
Noia, Arousa, Vigo and Pontevedra). During this guided tour you will explore the Rias Baixas 
where you will get a chance to stroll along the ports of small fishing villages and enjoy 
exclusive visits to various wineries making the highly acclaimed Albariño white wines of the 
D.O. Rias Baixas. O Grove is a fishing village nicknamed “the shellfish paradise”. The 
wonderful location of O Grove, in the south of the Rías Baixas estuary region, means that 
there is good seafood to be had all year round. Especially good are the small crabs, spider 
crab, lobster and crayfish. The whole area around O Grove is packed with shellfish beds. 
You will also visit La Toja Island.  
This is a paradise spot of countryside whose spa resort has an evocative, aristocratic feel.  
Before returning to Santiago, stop in Cambados, a town of historical interest. The center of 
the Rias Baixas and Albariño wine region is the town of Cambados. From Cambados there 
are several bodegas you can visit within just a few miles. There are almost two hundred 
wineries in this region. We have selected ones that we think are interesting and are relatively 
accessible to you such as Bodegas del Palacio de Fefiñanes or Pazo de Señorans.  
 

   
 
1:30 PM Enjoy a great but informal seafood lunch with your host at La Posada del Mar, Rúa 
Castelao 202. Tel: +34 986 730 106 (The Turners our hosts for lunch today, with Edmundo 
looking after the wines) 
 
After lunch transfer to La Toja 
 
3 PM Visit La Toja and continue to Cambados 
 
4 PM Visit Cambados and enjoy some Albariño wine tasting 
 
6 PM Transfer back to Santiago (1 hour - 70 km) 
 
7 PM Arrival to the hotel 
 
Evening at leisure 
 
Accommodation  Parador de Santiago 

Plaza Obradoiro 1 
15705 Santiago de Compostela 

Phone    981 582 200 
Fax   981 663 094 
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Monday June 4th / SANTIAGO – DEPARTURE                                          breakfast 
 
Check out 
 
06:30 AM Transfer from the Parador to Santiago airport for your flight to Barcelona and Paris 
AUTOCARES VÁZQUEZ: Tel: +34 981 254 145 /Mobile: +34 670 50 27 88 
 
Departure on Vueling flight VY1671 at 9am has been booked for all group members. 
 
MADE FOR SPAIN EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION 
Emergency contact number +34 616 541 643 
Email: welcome@madeforspain.com 
 
TRIP COST INCLUDES 

• Accommodation: 
o Bilbao: Gran Hotel Domine 2 nights 
o La Rioja: Marques de Riscal 3 nights 
o León : Parador 2 nights 
o Santiago de Compostela: Parador  3 nights 

• Meals: 
o Breakfast daily 
o Lunches as specified in itinerary.  

• Deluxe Coach for Private touring commencing on May 27 in Bilbao 
• 1 Support coach in la Rioja on May 29th full day 
• Entrance Fees 
• Tips to guides 
• Tips to drivers 
• Tips to restaurants whenever meals are shown as 'included' in the itinerary, (June 1) 
• 1 Made for Spain Tour Escort thought the trip 
• Tip for the Made for Spain Escort 
• Water on the buses 
• Taxes at every hotel  

* Assistance will be provided by the Tour Escort to make restaurant reservations where 
necessary. 
* A selection of medium-priced restaurants and suggested wines will be provided after arrival 
in Spain. 
 
TRIP COST DOES NOT INCLUDE 
 

• Airfare not listed in the itinerary 
• Transfers not specified in the itinerary 
• Entrance fees not listed 
• Meals not specified in the itinerary 
• Laundry expenses 
• Telephone, Fax & Internet Charges 
• Room Service 
• Excess Baggage Charges 
• Passport and Visa fees 
• Personal and Travel Insurance 
• Airport and Departure Taxes 
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LUNCHES	  SPAIN	  -‐	  Information	  on	  Restaurants	  we’ll	  be	  visiting	  to	  whet	  your	  appetite,	  (as	  ‘googled’	  
by	  Michael.)	  
	  
Sun	  27	  May	  
Welcome	  Lunch	  -‐	  Restaurant	  El	  Portalón,Vitoria	  	  	   	   	   	   Host:	  MIchael	  
The	  Portalón	  was	  founded	  in	  the	  late	  fifteenth	  century	  as	  a	  coaching	  inn,	  constituting	  one	  of	  the	  
most	  emblematic	  buildings	  VitoriaGasteiz	  at	  the	  time	  and	  today	  retaining	  all	  its	  charm	  and	  medieval	  
aspect.	  Located	  in	  the	  North	  exit	  of	  the	  ancient	  village	  of	  Gasteiz,	  is	  escorted	  by	  the	  famous	  
Cathedral	  of	  Santa	  Maria,	  the	  Tower	  of	  Doña	  Otxanda	  and	  the	  square	  of	  the	  Burullerías,	  a	  set	  visit	  
inescapable	  for	  anyone	  who	  wants	  to	  know	  a	  little	  more	  depth	  history	  of	  the	  city.	  
	  
Mon	  28	  May	  
Time	  to	  visit	  Tapas	  Bars	  in	  Laguardia	  on	  our	  own	  
	  
Tue	  29	  May	  	  
Restaurant	  San	  Augustin	  in	  Monasterio	  de	  Yuso	  	  	   	   	   Hosts:	  Mark	  and	  Jenny	  
	  
Wed	  May	  30	  
PICNIC	  supplied	  by	  Hotel	  Marques	  de	  Riscal	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   Hosts:	  Anne	  &	  Trev	  and	  Jennifer	  &	  David	  
	  
Thurs	  31	  May	  	  
ASTORGA	  	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Hosts:	  Andrew	  and	  Juanita	  
The	  restaurant	  of	  the	  Hotel	  Gaudí	  is	  located	  in	  the	  historic	  area	  of	  Astorga,	  in	  the	  Camino	  de	  
Santiago	  over	  the	  city,	  where	  you	  can	  sample	  the	  cuisine	  of	  the	  Maragatería;	  has	  Gaudí	  dining,	  
classical	  and	  from	  which	  you	  can	  see	  the	  Bishop's	  Palace,	  suitable	  for	  150	  guests,	  the	  lounge	  Pedro	  
Mato	  thought	  for	  large	  banquets	  up	  to	  350	  people,	  and	  2	  small	  private	  dining	  rooms	  for	  business	  
lunches,	  with	  80	  and	  30	  people.	  
	  
In	  its	  restaurant	  you	  can	  taste	  a	  delicious	  cuisine	  based	  on	  the	  specialties	  we	  recommend	  León	  
between	  cod,	  frog	  legs	  and	  excellent	  meats	  Teleno	  always	  watered	  by	  selected	  wines	  from	  our	  
cellar.	  Of	  course,	  you	  can	  not	  miss	  the	  Cooked	  Maragato,	  a	  typical	  dish	  of	  the	  region	  started	  with	  the	  
peculiarity	  of	  the	  meat	  to	  finish	  the	  soup.	  This	  is	  essential	  cuisine	  traditional	  and	  famous	  shortbread.	  
	  
We	  also	  have	  menus	  for	  groups	  of	  pilgrims	  and	  day.	  In	  addition	  we	  offer	  local	  and	  organic	  food	  
producer.	  
	  
Friday,	  June	  1	  
LUGA	  Mesón	  de	  Alberto	  	   	   	   	   	   	   (included	  in	  tour	  cost)	  
Lugo	  is	  the	  oldest	  capital	  of	  Galicia.	  
	  
It	  is	  a	  city	  that	  holds	  within	  her	  a	  special	  charm	  that	  you	  enjoy	  strolling	  through	  its	  streets,	  and	  
especially	  for	  its	  Roman	  wall,	  declared	  a	  World	  Heritage	  Site	  in	  2001.	  
	  
But	  if	  something	  is	  famous	  town	  of	  Lugo	  is	  its	  cuisine,	  which	  describes	  perfectly	  the	  slogan,	  that	  once	  
the	  initiative	  of	  D.	  Alfredo	  Sanchez	  Cart	  toured	  the	  world	  "...	  and	  to	  eat	  Lugo".	  
	  
Galicia	  is	  rich	  in	  raw	  materials	  both	  from	  its	  coast	  and	  its	  interior	  but	  perhaps	  nowhere	  as	  good	  as	  
Lugo	  combine	  these	  two	  styles	  of	  cuisine.	  
And	  in	  the	  historic	  heart	  of	  the	  city,	  in	  a	  typical	  stone	  house	  Lugo,	  of	  Cross	  Street,	  was	  born	  in	  1975,	  
the	  Meson	  Alberto.	  
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With	  a	  decoration	  based	  on	  stone	  and	  wood,	  a	  kitchen	  without	  losing	  the	  origins	  of	  the	  earth	  and	  
personalized	  by	  the	  family	  Garcia	  Fernandez,	  both	  in	  the	  kitchen	  as	  the	  room	  has	  gotten	  to	  enjoy	  
eating	  and	  feel	  comfortable	  in	  his	  restaurant.	  
The	  restaurant	  is	  divided	  into	  three	  floors.	  
Downstairs	  is	  the	  bar	  and	  tapería,	  where	  you	  can	  enjoy	  tapas,	  have	  a	  quick	  meal	  or	  enjoy	  a	  bottle	  of	  
wine	  that	  you	  yourself	  can	  choose	  from	  the	  wine	  cellar.	  
	  
Sat	  June	  2	  –	  on	  our	  own	  in	  Santiago	  de	  Compostela	  for	  lunch	  
	  
Sun	  June	  3	  	   	   Hosts	  for	  ‘Farewell	  to	  Spain’	  Lunch:	  Pam	  and	  Ken	  	  Host	  for	  Wines:	  Edmundo	  
	  
La	  Posada	  del	  Mar	  in	  O’Grove	  	  
POSADA	  DEL	  MAR	  is	  a	  seafood	  restaurant	  where	  you	  can	  enjoy	  the	  best	  home	  
cooking	  and	  market.	  
	  
Seafood	  specialties:	  
-‐	  Squid	  stew.	  
-‐	  Breaded	  scallops	  or	  scallops.	  
-‐	  Monkfish	  with	  Clams.	  
-‐	  Turbot	  stew	  and	  rice	  with	  lobster.	  
-‐	  Be	  sure	  to	  try	  our	  homemade	  desserts.	  
	  
Menu	  preferred	  
-‐	  Breaded	  scallops.	  
-‐	  Stew	  turbot.	  
-‐	  Cake	  burned.	  
	  
wines:	  
-‐	  Rias	  Baixas.	  
-‐	  Mencías	  of	  Ribeira	  Sacra	  and	  Valdeorras.	  
-‐	  Rioja.	  
-‐	  Ribera	  del	  Duero.	  
-‐	  House	  wine:	  Albariño.	  
-‐	  280	  references	  from	  26	  appellations	  of	  origin.	  
	  

	  
 


